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By Paul Cooper

I f there was need by the BBC toprove that they are biased against

the Indy movement they could not

have done more than the recent take

down of Wings Over Scotland's and

Peter Curran's YouTube accounts on

the grounds of copyright

infringement. The BBC has

complained about the use of a set of

clips from their programmes.

Stuart Campbell of Wings is

refuting these claims of infringement

as he says that the use of the clips

come under the Fair Use exception

as there are used for criticism and

review. Peter can probably do the

same but you can see his response in

his article below.

It has been pointed out that only

members from the Indy movement

have been affected and many

Unionist websites and many others

have remained untouched. This is

does not fit with the BBC's claim

that they are unbiased.

The closing of the accounts was

done by YouTube, which is a

standard response to multiple (3+)

take down notices. This make it very

difficult for the account holder to

counter the take down as YouTube

require the links to the videos yet the

account holder cannot get them as

they are blocked. This is a poor state

of affairs that YouTube needs to

sort.

This was followed strange

behaviour by YouTube when they

didn't follow their own guidelines

and refused to accept Campbell's

right to refute the claim which

reinstates the channel and it is now

the BBC responsibilty to start legal

proceedings within 10 owrking days

or the missing content will be

reinstated.

On the 1st Alex Salmond waded in

to the controversy wrote to the

BBC's Director General, Tony Hall,

to complain about the BBC's

actions. He also gave a statement by

video on YouTube. (You can see

both on the Wings website)

The following day YouTube seem

to have caught up with their own

policy guidelines and his channel

was reinstated minus the videos in

the complaint.

Later the same day on the John

Beattie show on Radio Scotland (see

wingsoverscotland.com/a-

significant-debate) with guest Ian

Small (BBC Public Policy) it was

made clear that BBC Scotland was

not aware of this before the ball had

been set rolling and that the BBC

had only responded to a notification

by Scott Arthur, Councillor for

Colinton and Fairmilehead in

Edinburgh. Also in the show they

said that Broadasting House not

considered the implications for BBC

Scotland and that there should be a

review of their policies. Within

hours of this the BBC had released

the copywrite claims and the 13

videos were reinstated.

Councillor Arthur was given a

chance to state his position on the

following day's John Beattie show

where he said that the BBC had got

in touch with him about the BBC

content on his channel and was given

a few days to remedy the situation.

During this communication he

claims to have mentioned a number

of channels with BBC content and

he had mentioned Wings Over

BBC Bias Strikes Again
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By Peter Curran

I was always highly aware of the

copyright rules of YouTube,

which were quite simply that either I

held the copyright of clips posted or

had the permission of the copyright

holder, which for the vast majoirty

of my clips was BBC. In the main, I

had neither, but the YouTube system

was that after posting the clip, either

nothing happened or YouTube

notified me that a copyright claim

had been made. The notification

came initially by a blue note on the

clip saying it was copyright, followed

by YouTube advising directly in one

of three formats -

1 . The clip was restricted by

region, i.e. country or continent.

This sometimes meant that it could

be shown in UK but not in America

or Europe, for example. Bizarrely, in

some instances it could not be shown

in UK but could be shown

worldwide. These restriction came

from the copyright holder, not

YouTube. No action was required of

me - I had to simply accept this de

facto.

2. The copyright holder asserted

copyright, but I was permitted to

keep the clip up, providing that I did

not monetise the clip, I did not

permit embedding of the clip by

others, and that I accepted that the

copyright holder had the right to

place advertising on the clip. I

readily accepted all of these

restriction: I have never monetised

my clips, I was happy to disable

embedding and to accept

advertising. YouTube advised me

that if I accepted these restrictions,

no action was required of me, but if

I ignored them, a copyright strike

would be recorded against me and

could result in withdrawal of

privileges and, for three strike, total

closure of my whole channel. (This

actually happened in late August

2014 when STV, out of the blue, hit

me with three copyright strikes at

once, which appeared to related to

background music on a political clip.

I took the clips down at once, but to

no avail - I was hit by withdrawal of

privileges which lasted for six

months during the crucial pre and

post-Referendum period. Their

timing was interesting! )

3. The copyright holder asserted

copyright and required that I take

the clip down at once, which I did on

the few occasions this occurred.

YouTube permits you to check if

your channel is "in good standing"

and has no strikes against it. I do this

regularly, and had no strikes up until

last week, for the good reason that I

had complied with all copyright

request as per YouTube rules.

Without warning on Friday I

received a notification that my

channel had been closed for

"multiple copyright breaches"

together with a list of 14 clips, all of

which I had complied with the

YouTube rules on after being

notified of copyright claims as per

2) above - no monetising, no

embedding, accept advertising and I

needed to do nothing. and the clip

could stand.

The majority of the clips related to

Question Time and the Marr Show,

both produced for BBC by private

production companies. All copyright

claim were made in the name of the

BBC. (see my Twitter feed

twitter. com/moridura)

I am now denied access to my

channel detail, and cannot check or

verify any detail. I am denied access

to 2311 clips and to my other

YouTube channel MoriduraAlt,

which contains no political clips at

all. Since nothing in my actions

impinges on the ability of the BBC

to profit from my clips, by hits, by

placing advertising etc, their action -

selective and sudden - can only be

political in motivation. YouTube is

littered with BBC clips from

unionists, from Poldark fans, from

pop fans, all containing copyright

material, yet apparently invulnerable.

But somehow Wings Over Scotland

and I have uniquely broken the

hidden rule - thou shalt not question

the Union or the British Government

- despite having complied with the

published rules.

I don't intend to contest this - I

have neither the time, nor the

money, nor the inclination to go to

war with Google, YouTube and the

BBC, three powerful media giants

with unlimited funds to litigate. My

YouTube channel is gone, and I

regret it - but it's time to move on.

There's a second independence

referendum to fight . . . ■

The Big Bad Beeb and my YouTube Channel

https://twitter.com/moridura
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A ll within a little more than 150

pages this book covers an

enormous range both in time, from

the pre-Christian era to the present

day and in subject matter, touching

on many aspects of Highland

culture, from marriage customs and

childbirth to song and to plant lore.

Interspersed with the more general

chapters are short biographies of

women, not all of them Highland

born, whose lives and contributions

to the world are rooted in crofting

and/or Highland culture and reflect

some aspect of it.

Each short chapter whets your

appetite to know more about what

you are reading. I found out the

truth about witches in Scotland, who

wrote the words to ‘The Bluebells of

Scotland’ (Anne Grant of Laggan

1755-1838) and who knew that

during last century, ’boarding out’

with crofters’ families the care and

upbringing of orphaned and under-

privileged children from Glasgow

and Greenock was considered a

sound alternative to the

institutionalising of children?

Inevitably there is more to say

about lives lived closer to the present

day. But there are tantalising

glimpses of women who lived more

than 200 years ago. For example

there was Jenny Cameron (or

Cammeron) of Glendessary who

raised 300 men and led them to

Glenfinnan where Prince Charles

had landed in 1746. Through

Hanoverian propagandists, she was

accused of sexual misconduct,

including seducing the Prince -

sounds dismally familiar to present

day tactics. An image of Jenny

Cammeron is included in the Stennis

Historical Society’s ‘Scottish

Cantonment Exhibition’ about the

occupation of Scotland by the

British Army in the years after

Culloden which is on at the Hub

throughout the Fringe. Getting back

to Jenny, I would love to know more

about her but where to look? Maybe

Gaelic archives contain the

information.

From the bibliography included in

the book, Flora MacDonald has had

at least one biography written about

her, but we know about others such

as Anne Grant (Letters from the

Mountains), Elizabeth Grant of

Rothiemurchus (Memoirs of a

Highland Lady) or Margaret Fay

Shaw (From the Alleghenies to the

Hebrides) only because they wrote

about their lives and were able to get

their writing published. Each of

Katherine Stewart’s subjects merit

much more detailed examination,

although source material may be in

short supply.

In many ways Katherine Stewart’s

life reflects that of some of her

subjects as she was not born in

Scotland but had a varied career,

married a Scot and on coming to live

in the Highlands developed great

affection for and pride in the culture.

Living as she did throughout most of

the 20th century and into the 21st,

she was in a position to see traditions

being left behind by ‘modernisation’

on which she reflects in the final

chapter. But she ends on an

optimistic note, deciding that some

traditions are strong enough to take

advantage of modern opportunities

— the conditions for high quality

food production are still there, the

storytelling and singing will

continue. This is an interesting and

intriguing introduction to a vast

untapped subject and a copy of this

book should be in every school

library in Scotland (if they still

exist. . .). ■

Women of the Highlands by Katherine Stewart
A Review by Carole Ross

Scotland as examples of good

practices with regards to "Fair Use"

and at no point made a formal

complaint about them. He also

stated that the BBC told him that

they they only give politicians prior

notice about infringement actions as

he had unrelated clips that were

related to his constituency work,

which confirmed by the BBC later

in the show. He also used his 14

minute interview to state his anger at

the release of information that

effectively named him and about the

resulting unwarranted and appaling

abuse he has since received.

This shocking level of censorship

by the establishment has lit the blue

touch paper on Social Media which

has flooded the internet with

criticism of the BBC. It has left

BBC Scotland red faced and

apparently angry at poor treatment

by those in London. This whole

affair has been an unmittigated

disaster for the BBC and has led to a

new protest that will take place

outside the BBC, Pacific Quay in

Glasgow on 11 th August at 1pm. If

you want to let the BBC know what

you think please go, if you can, and

join those that are protesting against

the political censorship of the Indy

movement by an organisation that is

in principle owned by the public.

If you are interested in BBC bias

you may be interested in one of our

Fringe Events where we are

screening London Calling that is

about BBC bias in the 2014 Scottish

Independence Referendum. The

screenings are on the 7th and 14th

August at 7pm at the Hub. You can

book on our new website at

edinburghyeshub. info ■

. . .Continued from page 1

BBC Bias & YouTube

https://www.edinburghyeshub.info/
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Andrew Gordon: Folk Concert
3:00pm Aug 11
Andrew Gordon a good friend of the Hub will be
performing a selection Scottish Folk songs.

J

A Twenty Minutes To Nine
2:00pm Aug 1* | 5 | 12 | 18 | 19 6:15pm Aug 25 | 26
By Amanda Santuccione. Life's a party. At some
point we all have to leave; some of us just choose
when. Through storytelling, live musical
soundscapes and spoken word, this is an
autobiographical account dealing with loss. It is
raw, honest, funny and heartfelt. (*Preview)

C Lockerbie Revisted
7:00pm Aug 3
Dr Morag Kerr talks about her book and the
evidence in the Lockerbie Bombing case with
reference to the appeal of the Al-Megrahi
conviction.

Film: “Hamish”
4:00pm Aug 4 7:00pm Aug 15
Hamish Henderson was an icon of Scottish
Culture. This is a film of his life. Shown with
courtesy of Bees Nees Media.

D

Jacobite Sangs an Yairns
7:00pm Aug 6
Stuart McHardy, author, storyteller and historian,
will regale us with tales of the Jacobites and their
songs.

FE Alan Bissett
3:15pm Aug 5
Alan Bissett is an actor with a strong voice in the
Yes movement. He will give insights and views on
the indy movement and the current political
situation.

Colin Fox
7:00pm Aug 9
Colin Fox, SSP's national spokesperson, will
discuss whether the Growth Commission will help
or hinder independence of Scotland.

HG London Calling
7:00pm Aug 7 | 14
Showing of the London Calling documentary on
BBC bias during the 2014 Scottish Independence
Referendum. Shown with courtesy of Alan Knight
(Invisible Emperors).

I Nuclear Watch
7:00pm Aug 10 | 16 | 24
Nuclear Watch, in conjunction with
Indycanedinburgh, give 3 complementary events.
10th: Nuclear Watch update.
16th: Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons.
24th: Film & discussion.

Basque Film: Eight Basque
Surnames (aka Spanish Affair)
7:00pm Aug 13
Nick Hutcheon presents a parody film about
Basque nationalism (and the content of his PhD!).
To be followed by a discussion.

LK Fringe Picnic (St Katherine's Park)
4:00pm Aug 12
Will be held in St. Katherine's Park, Liberton
Gardens, with artists and musicians. Bring your
own food and drink.
No Booking Required.

Gerda Stevenson
7:00pm Aug 18
Gerda will discuss Quines, her book of poems that are a

tribute to the women of Scotland.

NM Craig Dalzell: Growth Commission
7:00pm Aug 17
Craig Dalzell of Common Weal will talk about the
Growth Commission report and its strengths and
failings.

O The Hub’s Comedy Night
7:00pm Aug 19
We attempt to track down all those potential
comics for a stage.
Open Mic.

B What Attracts me to Maluku?
3:00pm Aug 2
Alistair MacDonald, an expert on Maluku's wild
pigs, talks about his trips and this hidden corner
of Indonesia.

Events:

P History of Scottish Art
3:00pm Aug 20
Alan Riach (The National) and Sandy Moffat
(artist) will give one of their fascinating talks on
the History of Scottish Art.

Edinburgh Yes Hub
Fringe Programme 2018

Continues on the next page...
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X Scottish Cantonment Exhibition
11:00am to 5:00pm Aug 6 to 27
Stennis Historical Society Exhibition of maps and
documents from the British Army movements
1746 to 1755.
Booking not required for this exhibition but it is
only on whilst other shows are not.

Exhibitions:

Films: Nation 1 & 2
7:00pm Aug 21 | 27
Two documentaries where Lesley Riddoch looks
at inspiring Northern European nations and what
Scotland can learn from them. Nation 1 is about
the Faroe Islands and Nation 2 is about Iceland.
The films are followed by a discussion.

R

Catalonia Reborn
7:00pm Aug 23
George Kerevan discusses his new book
"Catalonia Reborn" on the recent political events
in Catalonia and the impact of Spain's history on
these events.

T

Scottish Music Session
2:00pm Aug 26
Local musicians come together to give you a jam

session of Scottish Folk Music.

VBook Launch: State of Crisis
3:00pm Aug 25
Richard Drysdale introduces us to the sequel to
his political thriller State of Emergency. State of
Crisis has been described as "...it is almost a
manual as to how those vested interests would
try to destabilise the fledgling independent
country of Scotland." (Amazon review)

U

Tommy Sheppard MP
7:00pm Aug 22
Tommy Sheppard MP for Edinburgh East
discussed the latest situation in Westminster and
its impact for Scotland in this unique political
climate.

S

Events (Continued):

Book Launch: Front Line Duty
7:00pm Aug 20
Bill Austin of Common Weal and ex-customs
officer launches his new book "Front line Duty"
where he discusses the issues that affect
Scottish Independence in the areas of his
speciality of Defence and Security.

Q

Donate to Fringe Food Bank
@ Yes Hub - Bring to the Show

Events Schedule Show letters are for start of shows (see events list for actual start time).
Periods - pm: 11am to 5pm and eve: 5pm and later.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

A B

C

D A, E
X

F

Aug

pm

eve

Aug

pm

eve

Aug

pm

eve

G H

X X X X

I

J
X

A, K
X X X X X X

L G D I M

A
X

N

A
X

O

X

R

X X X

S T I A A

V
X

P
X

Q

U
X

R

X

WED WEDTHU THUFRI FRISAT SUN MON TUE

WED THU FRI SATSAT SUN SUN MONMON TUE

WED WEDTHU THUFRI SAT SUN MONTUE TUE

...Continued from previous page

To Book:
Web: www.edinburghyeshub.info/events-1

Phone: 07837 677307

Email: theedinburghyeshub@gmail.com
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Scottish Cantonment

Exhibition

Stennis Historical Society
Presents

Venue 325 — Edinburgh Yes Hub
31 Lasswade Road, Edinburgh
Everyday Aug 6 to Aug 27 - 1 1 am to 5pm

(Except when other shows on - Check Venue Schedule)

GGeeoorrggee
KKeerreevvaann

CCaattaalloonn iiaa RReebboorrnn

77ppmm AAuugg 2233 rrdd

EEddiinnbbuurrgghh YYeess HHuubb

You can also donate
@ The Yes Hub

Edinburgh Yes Hub

Fringe
Picnic

St Katherine's Park
Liberton

Sun 12th Aug ‐ 4pm
Music & Fun
Bring your own
Food, Drink and
a Saltire Flag



By Gillcrin

J ust as with the almighty clatter

that the forearm of St. Fillan

returned into its reliquary as Bruce

carried it into battle, and as sublime

as the clouds forming the cross of

St. Andrew above Athelstaneford,

and indeed as enlightening as

the Brahan Seer predicting

black rain will fall on

Aberdeen, I have had a sign

that now is indeed the time for

IndiRef#2 to be neigh.

Scotland throughout its

history, legend and folklore has

always sought significance through

any underlying piece of symbolism

to portend victory and good fortune

it can be aligned to. Indeed, that

modern mythic portal of the opinion

poll has often been consulted as fact

over those with the gift – even if the

phrase mumbo-jumbo has been

equally applied to both.

So, as we fellow travellers along

this pilgrimage to Independence,

have looked for a few years for a

sign that will indicate that the time is

right, just and true, and that chance,

risk and outcome are balanced in

threefold celtic balances of fate, that

sign is now incontrovertibly there as

uncontestably fact. Yes, now is the

time for fresh independence vote as

my trusty Yes keyring has broken

free of its restraining ring clip, and

in doing so it has indicated that it

can have a separate existence in the

security provided in the depths of

the balanced economy of my jacket

pocket.

It is there proving it can have its

own existence, unburdened by a

bunch of chains and shackles, still

there to remind me of my loyalty to

the cause of a sovereign land of my

own people. It does not need

to be attached to the keys,

some of whose use is actually

lost in the mists of time, if not

made redundant by modern

technology – it is free to make

its own fate and destiny.

If ever a sign was needed,

this is it. So, come on Nicola, call

IndiRef#2, what more of an

indicator could you possibly need.

Oh, by the way this has nothing to

do with me needing a new keyring,

nope, no nothing, honest, swear on

Snackbeard’s secret Brexit food

hoard… ■

Taking the Auspices

All Under One Banner
Inverness March
Huge Numbers March in the
Capital of the Highlands

By Mike Blackshaw

N ot be out done by the other

Independence marchs this

year, Inverness's All Under One

Banner march and rally had a huge

15,000 attendees. The weather

report on the run up to the event had

been forecasting rain but the

weather gods were smiling that day

and they blessed Inverness with sun

instead. By all evidence a great time

was had by all and it was an

excellent day to proudly show our

support for Scottsih Independence

and to meet old friends from across

the country.

There was a protest by about 28

unionists but they didn't cause any

trouble. Though it has been noted

they all came in 2 buses so it doesn't

appear to have any local support.

Here are some pictures of the day:
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By David Mackenzie

M arching from the Peace

Camp to the North Gate of

the base for the rally, a distance of

around a mile and then a rally at the

North Gate of the base.

The aim of the rally is to to

highlight the strength of support

from many UN member states for

Scotland, a country hosting nuclear

weapons against its wishes. Scotland

is unique as a significant and

relatively autonomous part of a

nuclear-armed state which opposes

its possession of weapons of mass

destruction. As things stand we

cannot become a party to the new

UN Treaty for the Prohibition of

Nuclear Weapons but there are lots

of ways in which we can align

ourselves to the Treaty. The

September rally will be a fine

opportunity to mark our

determination to do so.

The rally will feature speakers

from Russia, the US, South Korea,

Israel and Iran and The Netherlands.

We really need to make this a huge

event to highlight the level of

international support for Scotland’s

opposition to nukes and to present a

clear challenge to the UK

Government to sign the TPNW,

enter negotiations and scrap their

nuclear policies. We also need to re-

assert our vision for Scotland as a

land free of weapons of mass

destruction and energetic in our

support for their removal from the

UK and the whole world.

Sharon Dolev of the Israeli

Disarmament Movement said: “I am

going to Scotland for the 22nd

September in solidarity with the

campaigners and politicians in

Scotland in their efforts to disarm

the first of the nuclear-armed states,

the UK. Happy first birthday TPNW

and good luck to all of us!”

As well as the rally itself there will

be other events over that weekend to

take advantage of the presence of

campaigners from far and wide.

There are leaflets at the Yes Hub if

you are able to share some in your

own circle and the Hub still has a

few seats on the bus going to

Faslane.

All the info at

www.nuclearban.scot/sep-rally

or email hello@nuclearban.scot

Nuclear Watch in conjunction with

indyCanEdinburgh are doing 3

complementary events in our Fringe

programme:

10th@ 7pm: Nuclear Watch Update

16th @ 7pm: Treaty on the

Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons

24th@ 7pm: Film and Discussion. ■

Nae Nukes Anywhere!
International Rally at Faslane on Sat 22nd Sept 201 8



Yes Musselburgh
- A Rebirth
By Fraser McAllister

Y es Musselburgh re-formed in

October 2017 when a local

Mum called a few friends round for

tea, bun and a chat. The group was

constituted at the turn of the year

and goes from strength to strength

with 86 members at the last count.

It’s very different this time,

previously a handful of men

attended meetings. Now there is a

gender balance, apart from the

office bearers who are all female.

I doubt if this is unusual state of

affairs among the 150 odd local Yes

Groups spread over Scotland today.

Anyone can see from indy

workshops, conferences, marches,

public meeting platforms, TV vox

pops, radio call ins, Facebook

photos, newspaper letters and blog

postings that “Yes” supporting

women are present in equal numbers

to men.

The significance of this cannot be

overstated. There are slightly more

women in Scotland than men but

they vastly out number men in the

pensioner demographic where an

estimated 73% voted against

independence. Also according to

Lord Ashcroft’s post independence

referendum poll, 56% of women

voted “No”. Four years on there has

been a profound if unremarked shift

in indy activism - in essence a

grassroots movement is being

carried by women.

So why the change? Nicola

Sturgeon is part of it. She is not the

turn off for women that was Alex

Salmond, the First Minister is even a

role model for teenage girls. I

suspect another reason is the disgust

felt at being tricked by false threats

and broken promises. The mask

slipped when Cameron’s “Lead us

don’t leave us” love bombing was

followed hours after the indy vote by

his contemptuous “English Votes for

English Laws” claim on that cold

Friday dawn. Gotcha!

Thankfully Scottish Independence

campaign has matured.

Independence is now considered

normal, even inevitable by those who

oppose it. We have the same pull of

hope and ambition for our country

and now there is an extra force - a

push - to escape the ruinous

shambles that is Brexit.

With Brexit ending any status quo

and major devolved powers heading

South, has the political and moral

divergence between Scotland and

England ever so obvious? The

grating lack of democracy, fairness,

social progress and shared prosperity

has brought many to the conclusion

that the union is a grotesque failure.

Reform cannot be expected form

Labour which is as divided as the

Tories. This time thoughts that an

independent Scotland can plan a

better future has become so, soooo

easy to sustain.

When Scotland does become

independent it will flourish not only

because it has been released from a

the grip of a greedy, corrupt, elitist

establishment but simply because it

has won the freedom to be itself. A

land where democratic and

humanitarian values are not mocked.

An inclusive, outward looking place

where human value trumps share

holder value. A country never again

reduced to the equivalence of a

shop.

Project Fear can be countered by

reframing the arguments or turning

them 180°. The people are

sovereign, we are big enough, rich

enough and smart enough, so the

question is: do we stay in this Treaty

of Union?

No voters will move to Yes if

embracing independence is

considered much less risky than

remaining in an dangerous and

repellent union. That female sense

of caution which for many made

independence menacing may be the

very instinct which reverses the

2014 vote.

We can easily imagine Scottish

independence as the only safe, sane

and certain option but can we

convince others? This is the arena

where enhanced womanly strengths

will be decisive: empathy, integrity

common sense, emotional literacy,

consensus forming, and most of all,

a canny ability to make conversation.

■
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Gifts @ The Hub

Unique slates with Pictish designs

Commissions are also available

Pop into the Hub or

Call 07837677307
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Fundraising For The Hub Made Easy

There is great way to raise money for the Yes Hub

whilst you shop at many different retailers online via

the service provided by EasyFundraising.org.uk.

You Shop, They Donate.

Firstly you need an account. If you don't have one go to:

easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/yescafees and register.

There are different ways you can use their service:

From a browser:

• Log in to easyfundraising.org.uk

• Find the retailer using the Search function

• Click on ‘Go Shopping’

• Make yourpurchase and EasyFundraising does the rest!

For users of Firefox or Chrome there is a Donation

Reminder that you can install from their website,

which pops up a reminder when you visit a retailer's

website. Just click the activate button. Clicking on

the "e" icon is another way to search for retailers.

You can also use one the mobile apps (Android/iOS) to

search for retailers, go shopping and donating that way.

New Trolling Law: Risk Of Being

Danergous To Democracy

By Paul Cooper

T he Westminster has recently announced that they

are looking to create a new law to ban Internet

trolls of politicians from standing for election.

Not that I support trolling but I have a few issues with

this concept:

1 ) Are most trolls of politicians really wanting to stand

for election in the first place? I doubt it, so not much of

a deterrent for most.

2) How is a troll defined? How bad does it need to be

before it applies? I have seen politicians claim online

abuse for people asking awkward questions or

disagreeing. There is a risk that it could be used to

remove political opposition.

3) Also this could create a chilling effect on legitimate

criticism of politicians. Many people will stop criticising

politicians or policies because of the fear that they may

get investigated by the police never mind the fear of

actual prosecution.

4) This type of law creates politicians as a separate class

of citizen. This is not equality and is very dangerous.

Surely any form of sanction should apply to people that

abuse anyone not just a select group of society?

5) Serious online abuse is subject to criminal

prosecution and a sentence of up to 2 years. A person is

barred from standing for election if they have been

imprisoned for more than 1 year. So is this law actually

needed?

Yes, abusive behaviour online should be stopped but this

is not really a good way to go about it and depending on

how it is implemented there is a risk for democracy that

we may not be able criticise politicians reasonably. ■

https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/yescafees/
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Fringe @ The Hub

We have loads on this month (see pages 4 & 5) with us

being a venue (325) at the Fringe. We do this not only

to support the Fringe but in our small way to show our

internationalist outlook. This takes a major effort but

in the end to be a success we need your assistance.

Please spread the word and if you can come to an

event or two please do so. You can book on our new

website: edinburghyeshub.info

AUOB Dundee March (1 8th August)

We are also running a bus to Dundee rally with a ticket

price of £12. You can book through the website

(edinburghyeshub.info) or pop in to the hub. As we

have to pre-pay the bus we must ask for payment

upfront with the booking.

Calling Voltunteers

We are still looking for volunteers not to run the place,

though that would be nice, but to help run and organise

projects. We are a community based hub and need to

serve the community. If you are interested please get

in touch.

Media Centre

Our Media Centre is starting to take shape, with us

have nearly all the equipment in to start. We are to late

for the festival so we will be making the structure

alterations to allow us to show early September.

Hub Finances

Our finances are not currently at their best but we

maintaining an uniform debt. Our monthly Direct

Debits have increased which is good news but our in

house donations are down. I suppose that is just swings

and roundabouts. We can not issue our financial report

as our accountant is on holiday so we will publish two

next month.

Newsletter

Paul Cooper does considerable work in putting

together our newsletter. It is a good mix of political

news and opinion, local events and information. Paul

has my personal thanks. It has been getting a lot of

good reviews but we have little evidence that

supporters pass it on. Encourage your indy friends to

sign up and get it in their inbox every month.

New Website

My thanks also goes to Jan Goulding for her work on

setting up a new website (edinburghyeshub.info) which

includes not only hub information and events but a new

booking facility. There is also a shop with current our

range of books with a vastly larger range of items

coming later. The old website is still available as we

are still in the process of transfering the information

but eventually it will be retired (with a redirects to the

new sites). This new site took many hours of hard

work and effort and she deserves loads of credit. ■

News @ The Hub

Time to Stop Talking to Ourselves
Editorial By Mike Blackshaw

I am 69 and therefore I have age as an excuse for

moaning. What getting on me at the moment that

social media is full of ‘Independence Now’, ‘UDI’, and

such, yet it is all it is talk.

Yes, we have wonderful rallies but not enough street

stalls, not enough door to door contact and not enough

public meetings. How are we going to convince those

that are likely to vote ‘No’ to change that to a ‘Yes’.

After all these people do not go to rallies?

The Edinburgh Yes Hub is bang in the middle of an

area that voted 71% ‘No’. After a year and a serious

hit to my personal bank account the locals are starting

to come in and talking to us. As activists we should

commit to doing 2 hours of campaigning a week. You

then can double the effect by taking pictures and

sharing them on social media.

Praise goes to Yes Marchmont who have started this

by going door to door get Indy voting intentions. ■

iScot is a monthly magazine profi l ing Scottish

culture, arts and history with a touch of pol itics.

A magazine “for those of independent mind”

and pride ourselves on our balance, and we

have something for everyone.

We also welcome contributions.

Priced at £3.99 and is avai lable in most

newsagents and by subscription.

Avai lable in the Edinburgh Yes Hub or

subscribe to get your copy early.

https://www.edinburghyeshub.info/
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Local Events

Yes Marchmont and Morningside

1 1 th, 1 8th & 25th August — 1 1 am to 1 pm — The

Meadows — Stall

Yes Edinburgh North & Leith

1 8th August — 1 1 :30am — 60 Pleasance, EH8 9

Edinburgh, United Kingdom — Festival Social

Yes Clackmannanshire & Yes Dunfirmline & West

Fife

7th August — 7.30pm — The Monarch Bar, 43-47

James Street, Dunfermline. KY1 2 7QE — Yes

Dunfirmline & West Fife meeting.

National Events

BBC Protest Event

1 1 th August — 1 3pm — In front Pacific Quay,

Glasgow — Protest against BBC Bias.

All Under One Banner

1 8th August — 1 2.45pm — Baxter Park, Dundee

— March for Independence.

Yes Community News & Info
A full Yes Groups directory is available at

yescafeedinburghsouth.weebly.com/groups.html

And Finally: The Edinburgh Yes Hub has a large Free Fringe programme this year (See pages 4 & 5). If
there is anything of interest to you please book via our new website edinburghyeshub.info

Newsletter Aims: • To allow free advertising to Yes groups
• To give Yes groups a voice

• To keeps readers informed
• To promote the Edinburgh Yes Hub
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Luath Books @ The Hub
Choose from over 50 titles

Full list at edinburghyeshub.info
Purchase online, in the Hub or order via 07837677307 or theedinbughyeshub@gmail.com

The Hub Needs You

Volunteer Today!
theedinburghyeshub@gmail.com

AUOB March Dundee
1 8th August

Bus - £1 2
Pick ups:

Hub @ 1 0.45am

Murrayfield Hotel @ 1 1 am

Book:
www.edinburghyeshub.info/events/dundee-rally

mailto:theedinburghyeshub@gmail.com
http://yescafeedinburghsouth.weebly.com/groups.html
https://www.edinburghyeshub.info/
mailto:theedinburghyeshub@gmail.com
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